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Y-Ternary algebras (see Section 1 for definition) arise naturally in a 
generalisation of Koecher’s construction [9] of exceptional Lie algebras of 
type E, to a construction of arbitrary exceptional Lie algebras (over suitable 
fields) [1,4]. The idea was to give models of Lie algebras in terms of special 
Jordan modules (instead of Jordan algebras as in [9]. Meanwhile, mainly 
under the influence of Kantor [8], a variation of the original notion of 3’. 
ternary algebras came into discussion which is closely related to conservative 
algebras [7] and to a class of binary algebras with involution, called struc- 
turable algebras in [2]. This class of ternary algebras is somewhat more 
general over certain fields and it has the advantage that its connection with 
associative algebras and tensor products of composition algebras is 
somewhat more natural. On the other hand, the strong connection with 
Jordan modules is lost. It was shown in [5] that the ternary structure of 
reduced Y-ternary algebras is uniquely determined by its skew Hermitian 
-P-module structure, provided that the Jordan algebra in question is redu’ced 
of degree >2. Paper I.51 and the present one give a classification theory of 
reduced X-ternary algebras using Jordan algebra theory. Although the main 
results are already known [2,8], the method is essentially different from thar 
used in 12, 8] and it might give more insight into the structure of these 
objects. 
There is one striking difference between those Y-ternary algebras, whose 
Jordan algebra is of degree 33 and those, whose Jordan algebra is of degree 
2: In the first case, every symplectic special Y-module 7’. admits a ternary 
composition such that Y becomes a -P-ternary algebra, contrary to the 
degree 2 case. Thus X-ternary algebras of degree 2 need a partic.u!ar 
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discussion. In [4] we have given (under certain restrictions) a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the dimension of those Clifford modules 7”, which 
can be given a ternary composition such that 7 becomes a X-ternary 
algebra of degree 2. In the present paper, we go another way, influenced by 
18 I, namely, via a binary composition on the Jordan module under 
consideration, which gives a tensor product of two composition algebras as 
“coordinate algebra.” 
Section 1gives a collection fprevious results, which can be found in [ 5 1. 
It also gives (Theorem 1.1) a generalisation of a proposition f [5] which is 
important for the proof of the existence theorem of regular elements. The 
importance of regular elements lies in the fact hat they can be used to define 
a Peirce decomposition, which is the main tool for introducing the above- 
mentioned binary composition. Furthermore, Section 1presents the examples 
which are shown to be the only simple reduced X-ternary algebras of degree 
two. 
Section 2 is an introduction for Section 3-5. It deals with so-called left 
neutral pairs, a generalisation of the notion of regular elements. Section 3 
contains the study of the Peirce decomposition, Section 4 the imbedding of 
S(Y) into Y/, and Section 5 the definition a d study of some properties of
the binary product that leads to the “coordinate algebra” g, @ gz;, q a 
composition algebra. We study this product only so far as we need for the 
final section. 
Section 6 contains the proof of the isomorphism theorem (Theorem 6.1), 
starting with a more detailed iscussion of the (imbedded) Jordan algebra 
Y(Y) which leads to the definition fg, and terminating with the explicit 
construction of an isomorphism in tye type (I) case (for type (II), see 
Proposition 6.2). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout we assume that K is a commutative field of characteristic not
two or three. The notions module, vector space always mean unital K
module or finite-dimensional vectors pace over K, respectively. Linear (bi-, 
trilinear) mappings are supposed to be K linear in each argument. 
DEFINITION. A module Y together with a trilinear mapping 
(X,-Y, z)k-+ xyz from 7’- X r X y to Y is said to be a f-ternary algebra, if 
(I) xJ’(uvw) - uu(xyw) = (xyu) DM’ + u(Jxu) w, 
(II) XJ’Z - zyx = zxy - xzy 
for all x, y, z, U, 0, w E Fr. 
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The left and right multiplication operators are defined by 
qx, y): 7- -+ F, L(x,y) z := XJIZ, 
R(x,y): F- -+ F, R (x, 4’) z := zyx, 
where x,4’, z E P-. We define a skew symmetric bilinear mapping 
(-, -) : 7’ X 7’ + iin 
(x, y) 2 := yzx - XZ}‘. (1.1) 
By [5, Theorem 1.11 the linear span 3 = .P(Y) of the set ((x,~); 
x, 1’ E F“} in lin(Y) is a Jordan subalgebra of (lin(Y))+, and (-, -> is a 
skew-I-Ie.rmitian Y-form, i.e., 
for all a E Y’, x, y E X, where a(x, y) is the product of a and (x, yj in the 
Jordan algebra Y. 
We have proved in [5, 11, that the following relations hold for all u E .P 
and x, y, z, u, u E 7: 
(III) a(xyz) = (ax) yz - x(q~) 2 + xy(az), 
(IV) xyz - yxz = (x, y) z, 
(V) (xpl, u) + (21, XJT) = (x, (u. !I) y), 
(VI) qx, uy) z - L(y, ax) z = (x, y)(az) (z E 7”‘)~ 
Following [5, Sect. 41 a bilinear form p on the Y-ternary algebra 2’. is 
called invariant. if 
p(xyu, u) = -j3(u, yxu) (1.3) 
for ah x,y, U, u E Yr. By IS, Proposition 4.11, any skew-symmetric invariant 
bilinear form ,L? satisfies 
P((x, y) u, u) = P(u, (x, u). u> = F((2.L u> -? Y>, (1.4) 
p(xyu, u) = -/3(x, uuy) (1.5) 
for all x,y, U, u E ir/^. The most important example of a skew-symmetric 
invariant bilinear form is defined by 
Bl(x, JF) := trace((x, u)) (x,J? E 7”) (1.6) 
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(see [5, Lemma 4.11). Obviously, (-, -) is nondegenerate, if j?, is 
nondegenerate. On the other hand, if 4(Y) is nondegenerate (see [3, p. 391 
for definition), then (-, -) nondegenerate implies /?, nondegenerate. Therefore 
[5, Theorem 6.11 can be formulated as follows: The f-ternary algebra F is 
simple if and only if 9-(F) is simple and j?, is nondegenerate. 
Let c # e be an idempotent of .Y =Y(F), FF an arbitrary Y-ternary 
algebra. Then by [5, Sect. 71 we have the Peirce decomposition of F- with 
respect o c, i.e., 
where 
Tf = {x E P-; cx = ix}, i=o, 1. 
The following multiplication rules for the Peirce spaces F/F, YG are proved 
in [5, Proposition 7.11: 
P-yy-f; c 7p;-j+k, (1.7) 
(rF9 rf) Cxf,*(i+j)9 (1.8) 
ST”I’ c ~-:i-j, 
(l-9) 
p(T;, 7-S) = {O}, (1.10) 
where /3 is any invariant bilinear form on T-. Moreover, by [5, Corollary to 
Proposition 7.11 we have 
XjYiZj=-(xi,zj)]~i-(Yi,zj)xi, (1.11) 
Xi Yjzj = (xi 9 Yj) zj (1.12) 
for all xi. JYi E Ff ; Yj, Zj E Yf ; i, j= 0, 1; i +j. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let c # e be an idempotent of Y =X(Y), F* a Y- 
ternary algebra over K, and 5 = Y-C Cj3 Xf,2 @ S$, Y’/‘ = Yf @ FE the 
Peirce decompositions of X and Y, respectively. Then 
(a) (x,xxx)=OforaZlxEYy,i=O, 1; 
(b) if ST = Kc and (-, -) is nondegenerate on YF x ‘F-f, then 
xxx = 0 for all x E Yf . If, moreover, K has at least jive elements, then 
xyz = +((x,y) z - (y, z) x + (z, X)Y> 
for allx,y,zEF:. 
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Proof. (a} An immediate consequence of (I) is x3xy + xx3y = 0 for all 
x,y E F. By (IV) we have x3xy-xx3]? = (x3, x)y for all x,y E 9‘. 
Addition of these two equations yields 
xx”y = Q(x, x3)y. (1.13) 
We suppose now that xETf,yET; for i#j. By (1.12), (IV), and (1.13) 
wehave(y,~~)~=y~~~=~~~y+(~,y)~~=~(~,~~jy$(~~,~~j~~,hence 
(y,x3)x + (y,x)x3 = ~(x,x3)y. (1.14) 
Next we shall show that the left-hand side of (1.14) is zero. By (V) we 
have ( y, xxx) = -(xxy, x> + (x, ( y, x) x}. With xxq’ = -2(x, y> x (see 
(l.ll)), we get 
(Y,x3)=3((x,Y)xJ). (1.15) 
We compute (y,x)x3 by means of (III), (1.8 j(l.ll): (x,Y)x’ = 
((x, y) x) xx - x((x,y) x)x + xx((x, y) x) = ((4 Jj> x) xx - ,u.ui~X~ Y> x> = 
((x, JJ) X, x) x - 2(x, (x, y) x) x. Hence 
(x:y)x3=3((x,y)x,x)x. (1.16j 
Combining (1.14 j(1.16), we have proved (a). 
(b) Linearisation of (x, x3) = 0 yields ( y, x3 j + (x, yxx> + (x, xyx) + 
(x, xxy) = 0 for all x,y E 7-f. From this it follows by a repeated application 
of (V) that 
4(y,x3) + 6(x, (x,Y) x) = 0. 
Since (x, y> E Sf = Kc, (x, y) x is a scalar multiple of x, hence ( y, x”) = 0 
for all x:y E T-t. But now the assumption that (-, -) is nondegenerate on 
T’“T x 7-T forces x3 to be zero and the first assertion f (b) has been proved. 
Again by linearisation, x3 = 0 implies xxy + xyx + yxx = 0, hence by (IV) 
we get 3yxx + (x, y)x + ( y, x) x = 0 = 3yxx. Linearisation fyxx = 0 yields 
J’ZX + J’XZ = 0 for all x,y, z E 7-c, which is, by (IV), equivalent o the 
assertion. 
LEMMA 1.1. If To is a nondegenerate X-ternary algebra of degree two 
and c # e an idernpotent of X(T), then any x =x1 + x0 E T, xi E 7 ‘F. 
satisfies 
(a) x3 = 3(x,, x0)(x1 - x0), 
(b) ,5(x, x3) = -3(x,, x0)2. 
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ProoJ: Let c # e be an idempotent of X(Y) and 7- = 9”‘: 0 rg the 
Peirce decomposition of Y with respect to c (see Section 1 for definition). 
By (1.11) and (1.12) we have x3=x:+x~-2(x~,x,)x,+(xo,.~,)x,- 
2(x,, x,) x0 + (xl, x0) x0 for all x = x, + x0 E 7, xi E r/f. Since x; = 0 for 
all xi E YF, i = 0, 1 (Theorem 1. 1 ), formula (a) has been proved. Now 
(x1 > (q 7 4)) x1> = -(x1 9 XDXl Xl> = -(x, 9 x,x,x,) - (x,, (x1 3 x0> x,) = 
(xi, x,) - 2(x,, (x,, x0) x,). Thus 3(x,, (x,, x,,) xi) = (xi, x0) = 0. The 
same computation shows that (x,, (x1, x0) x0) = 0. Furthermore, for all 
yE T’- we have x,((x~,.~~)s,)~=x,((x,,x,)x,)~~ = (.~,,(x,,x~)x,)~~=~, 
hence L(x,, (x1, x0) x,) = 0, and analogously L(x,, (x, , x0) x0) = 0. 
Applying (a) we get L(x, x3) = -3L(x,, (xi, x0> x0) + 3L(x,, (x,, x,,) x1) = 
-3(x,, xO)(xI, x0), the last equality by (VI), proving (b). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If !F is a nondegenerate reduced X-ternary algebra 
of degree two, then there exists a mapping q: T --f K, q f 0, such that 
L(x, x3) = q(x) Id 
for all x E F. 
ProoJ We denote by ,u the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 
satisfying ab = 1(a) b + A(b) a - ,u(a, b) e, for all a, b E f = f(Wr), where 
d(a) =,u(e, a), a E X. As usual we write p(a) = ,~(a, a), a E X. Let c # e be 
an idempotent of Y and F’- = 7-f 0 r: the corresponding Peirce decom- 
position of ?Y. We put 
c&.(x) := -3/4(x, 3 x0)> 
for all x=x, +x0 E Y, Xi E Yrf. Since (x1, x0) E Y-f,, for all Si E YF we 
have J,((x,, x,,)) = 0 and thus (x,, x,,)* = -p((xr , x0)) e. By Lemma 1.1 (b) 
we have L(x, x3) = qC(x) Id. Because p is nondegenerate, there must exist an 
a E JY,, such that a* f 0. Since the elements (x,, x0), xi E 7-f span .9-y,, , 
there exist ui E Yf with ,D((u,, u,)) # 0 which proves that qe is not iden- 
tically zero. 
EXAMPLES. Let @,;, %YZ be composition algebras over the field K of 
characteristic 22, 3 with standard involution r, and r2, respectively. Then 
Z = %Yr @ 5Z?* has a canonical involution 7 such that r(x, @ xZ) = XT’ @x;? 
(xi E g). Let v2 E 5ZZ satisfy v;* = -vZ, vi # 0. Write v = e, 0 ~1~ (e, the unit 
element of gr). 
For an arbitrary natural number n > 1 set 
y-=./g-x ..- xz (n times). 
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Let X= (,x1 ,..., x ), Y = (y, ,..., y ), Z = (zl ,..., zn) E Y’- and x E 27. Put 
x * x = (xx1 ) x=x2 I...) x+ XJ 
p(X, y> = i XidiJT, 
i=l 
where d, is the unit element of s%^ and &,..., d, are arbitrary elements of .24’ 
with d; = di. Define a trilinear composition on 7” by 
Then F is a Y-ternary algebra if either 
(I,) Pi, SF2 are both associative and n arbitrary, or 
(II) at least one of $7i, GF2 is not associative and n = 1. 
In either case P- is reduced and simple and of degree two. 
2. LEFT NEUTRAL PAIRS 
DEFINITION. A pair (u9 O) of elements of a Y-ternary algebra d 1 is 
called left neutral, if 
L(u, u) =Id. 
LEMMA 2.1. If (u, v) is left neutral, then 
R(u, v)’ - 4R(u, u) + 31d = 0. 
Proof. This follows directly from (V) by replacing x + U, y --f U, u --t x for 
an arbitrary x E Y, and v -+ u. 
So we get a direct vector space sum 
lT- = P-l(u, 0) 0 qu, c), 
where 
Ti={xET;xvu=ix}, i = I, 3. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
2q(u, 0) = {x Es r; (u, x) = O}, Yqu, v) = {x E T-; (u, x) v = 2x). 
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ProoJ: x E T,((u, v) 0 xvu = x 0 xvu = uvx 0 (24, x) v = 0 3 
(24, x)= (uvu, x) = -(u, uvx) + (24, (24, x) v) = -(24,x). * 2(u, x) = 0. Since 
char K # 2 we have (u, x) = 0. The other inclusion as well as the assertion 
for P<(u, v) is obvious. 
Let (u, v) be a fixed left neutral pair. We write 
r(x) := xvu, p(x) := vxv, y/(x) := uxu 
for all x E Y. From (I) we get U(VXU) u = -(xvu) VU, hence 
ly 0 q = -r2. (2.1) 
Since r is bijective (Lemma 2.1), q is injective and w is surjective, so a, and w 
are bijective for we assume dim 7 < co throughout his article. We set 
,y”:=s(x):= 2P(x)-x (x E T), 
and 
?:= - ((0 s)(x) (x E T). 
These are bijective linear mappings. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For all x, y, z E T we have 
(x32) A = -2y2. 
ProoJ: First we show how this follows from the special case 
(xvy)^ = -2uy (XYY ET) 
by means of (I): Since 
(2.2) 
xy”z =yv(xvz) - xv(yvz) - (yvx) vz 
for all x, y, z E ‘Y, (2.2) yields (xy”z)^ = -$(Zuz^) - ~u(J?u~) -
(jbf) u.2 = i~Y2 = -.f((ly 0 p o s)(y)) i = i((r’ 0 s)(y)) ,i?, hence (xJ?z)^ = 
-i((r2 o s’)(y)) .Z. With the notation 
X= :=2x - xr (x E F), 
an easy computation gives 
r=-ros=-sor, r2 = Id, 
and this yields (x$z)” = -2~~2. To prove (2.2) we put 
x*y:=xvy (x7 Y E 7-1 
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and write x c y:= IJ-‘(q(x) z&y)). Then, (2.2) o s(x w y) = s(x) * s(yj u
(r 0 s)(xr *y’) = r(Xrs *y’“) e r(xr * y’) = t-(x” * y’) e (r 0 r)(xr *y’) = 
rZ(x= * y”) 0 (2r - Id)((2x - x”)(2y - y”)) = -(xTV * y=y. (*) 
An immediate concequence of (V) is 
(x - y)’ =x = y + [x,y]* + [X’,Yl* - bGY7.~ (2.3) 
where [x, y], := x . y -y . x, and this gives 
(x * y)’ =y . x + [x’, y]. - [X, yZ]. (2.4j 
Using (I), a bit lengthy but simple computation shows that Eq. (*) follows 
from (2.4): which proves (2.2). 
COROLLARY. If (u, v) is left neutral, then (-z.1, u) is left neutral too. 
Proof. Replacing x by u in (2.2) gives y^ = (uuy)^ = -u^uF, hence 
-(vusv) ux = -x for all x E Y. Since us = u, it follows from (I) that the left- 
hand side is v(uvu) x = vux, which forces L(v, u) = --Id. 
Remark 1. For later use we note two immediate consequences of (I), 
namely, 
guy = vx=y (x, Y E m, (2.5) 
x”vy = ldy (x, y E T). Gw 
Remark 2. Write {xyzi = $z for x,y, z E 7”. Then Proposition 2.1 
implies that (I) is equivalent to 
{xy{abc}} - {ab{xJTc}} = { {xya) be} - {a/yxbj c) 
for x, y, a, b, c E Yr. This together with 
(2.7) 
(xyz}=x*(ys~z)-y5~(x.z)+(y”~x)=z (2.8) 
can be viewed as an identity for the algebra (Y, .) involving s. 
Proposition 2.2 shows that this identity of degree five is equivalent to one of 
degree four. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that there exists a left neutral pair 
(u, v) E Fp x Y. Then with x . y = xuy(x, y E T/), (I) is equivalent to 
w . (x$z) = (w . x)4;z - X(WT . y)” z + XJqW . z) (2.9) 
for x, y, z, w E Y. 
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ProoJ We write (2.7) and (2.8) in operator form. Set L./(x, y) z = XJ?Z, 
L(x) y = x - y = xuy for x,y, z E Y. Then (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9) respectively 
reads as 
L(x) = L’(u, XT), (2. IO) 
L’(X,Y) = [L(x), L(YS)I + L(YS * xl, (2.11) 
[L(fi?),L’(&Y)l =L’( w-x,y)-L’(x,w’*y). (2.12) 
Because (I) is equivalent to (2.7), we have to show 
Now. 
It remains to show that 
L’(J’,X)b=y”‘. (x’. b)-x” . (y”. b) + (y” .x)” . be 
By (2.10) and (2.3) the right-hand side is equal to [L(y”), L’(u, x)] b + 
L’(u,y’ . x) b and this equals L’(yST * u,x)b-L’(u,y’.x)b+ 
L’(u, ys * x) b because of (2.12). But s o r 0 r = r’ = Id which proves the 
proposition. 
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3. I~EDDING 0F 3-(F) INTO 7' 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If (u, v) is left neutral in Y X Y, then T3(u, v) is a 
Jordan algebra with respect o the composition 
x 0 Y := a((4 x) y + (u, 4’) xj, 
and 
yl: S(F’) -+ T&l, v), q(a) := au 
is an isomorphism from X(F) onto (;(u, v), 0) with inverse 
q -l(x) = f(u, x) (x E F&l, u )). 
Proof. First we show 
(11, aa) = 2a (a E 3(F)). 
Since ._pS(T) is the linear span of the endomorphisms (x, y>, x, J’ E 7 .) we 
may assume that a = (x, 4’) for suitable x,JJ E T. Then (u, av j = (u, yvx) - 
(u, xvy) = -(yvu, x) + (I’, (u, x) v} + (XVU,~‘) - (x, (z&y) vj = 
-(uvJ~,x) - ((u,Y)u,x) f (JJ, (2.4~)~) + (wx,~) + ((u,x~ 0,~) - 
(x, (u, y} v> = 2(x,4’) = 2a. In particular Lemma (2.2) yields q(Y”(T ‘)) c
TT3(u, 0). We write % := i(u,-) and find % 0 q(a) =4(u, au} =a and 
q0%(x)=~(u,xjv=x (L emma 2.2). Hence q is bijective with qpi = % = 
gu, -). 
We take a, b E Y(T) and can assume that a = (u: xj, b = (~1, yj for 
suitable x,~ E T”‘;(u, ), for we have just shown that 
Y-(T) = (u, Tql, v)). (3.1) 
We conclude that ??(a . b) = q(( 24, x>(u, JJ)) = f(~, x>((u,J) v j + +(u, y,> 
((u, x} u) = (u, .x> y C (u, y) x = 4x o y. On the other hand, q(a) 0 q(b) = 
(av) o (bv) = ((a, x> v) o ((u, y} u) = 4x o y. 
We consider the case where T is a X-ternary algebra of degree two. That 
means that there is a linear form ,l and a symmetric bilinear form p on 
Y = Y(T) such that 
ab = d(a) b + /l(b) a -&a, b) e (3.2) 
for all a, b E Y, where e is the unit element of X. Putting 
a = q-‘(x), b = r-‘(y) and applying q we get 
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We set 
t(x) := /l(lj -l(x)) for x E Yqu, 2,) 
and 
(4 Y) := Pel -‘i-a v- ‘(YN for x, ~7 E Y3(u, 21). 
This yields 
xoy=t(.~)y+t(y)x-(x,y)v (3.3) 
for all x.y E Ys(u, ~7). Note that x is invertible in(Yi(u, v), 0) if and only if 
(x,x) # 0. Furthermore, x # z, is an idempotent in (pjJ(u, Y), 0) if and only 
t(x) = ; and (x, x) = 0. (3.4) 
From what we have mentioned in Section 1, concerning invariant bilinear 
forms on X-ternary algebras, it is clear that 
P(4 Y) := f4cG Y)> (3.5) 
defines a skew-symmetric invariant bilinear form on ?‘. Moreover, 
t(x) = L(~(u, x)), and so 
t(x) = P@, 4 (x E q(u, u>>. (3.6) 
Since ~(a, b) = 21(a) I(b) - I(&), we get 
(xv Y> = w4 x> P(k Y> - NG4 x> uv Y) (-U,Y E Tj(U, 0)). (3.7) 
4. REGULAR ELEMENTS AND THE PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION 
DEFINITION. An element u in a Y-ternary algebra is called regular, if 
there exists K E K, IC # 0 such that 
L(u, uuu) = ?cId. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 7/ be a nondegenerate reduced X-ternary 
algebra of degree two. Then 7 contains regular elements. Moreover, every 
nondegenerate f-ternary subalgebra 22 of F contains regular elements of 
Y-. 
ProoJ: The first assertion is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 1.2. This result applied to % (which is necessarily ofdegree two) 
shows that Z! contains a regular element (of %!), say, w. Hence there exists 
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2 E K, 3: # 0, such that W(WPVW) 4’ = u for all y E P. On the other hand, by 
proposition 1.2 there exists K E K, satisfying w(www) x = XX for x E T, 
hence x = K # 0, proving that w is regular in ‘7“. 
From now on we denote by u an arbitrary but fixed regular element and 
K # 0 a corresponding scalar satisfying L(u, u’) = old. We write 
1 
v :=--z.13. 
K (4.1) 
Hence (II, v) is left neutral and we can apply the results of Section 2 on left 
neutral pairs, particularly 
Moreover, 
I,(& u) = --Id = -L(u, v). (4.2) 
qu, u) = +KL(v, ), (4.3) 
because (I) implies u3ux = -u(uuv) x for all x E T”, and since uuv = vuu + 
(v, 24) 2.4 = -u - 2u, we get KUVU = 3uux. Formula (4.3) yields -3u = 
uuv = $KV 3, hence 
v3 = -9lc- ‘24. (4.4) 
By the results of Section 2 we have decompositions 
7 = T,(u, v) @ qu, v) 
and 
where 
7- = T’;(-v, u) @ q-u, u), 
qu, v) = (x E 9-; xvi?4 = ix], 
q-v, u) = {x E 7.; xuv = -ix 1. 
In the present situation where we assume that u is a fixed regular element, we 
write for the sake of brevity 
7; := T<(u, v), T-ei := Pw;(-v, u), i= 1,3. 
We claim that Y:’ is the direct vector space sum of the subspaces 7”; n 7 1 j 
with i, j = 1: 3. 
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LEMMA 4.1. L(u, u) maps T< into Fi for i= fl, +3. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of (IV) is 
xxy - 2yxx + xyx = 0 (x, 4’ E 7.). (4.5) 
Now x E 7-e 1 o xuv = -x =s (uxu) vu = -u(xuv) u = uxu + uxu E T’- 1 
=S (u, UXU) = 0. Thus by (4.5) ( U, UUX) = 2(u, xuu). On the other hand, 
(u, uux) = -(u3? x> + (u, (u, x) u) = -K(V, x) + (u, uxu) - (u, xuu) = 
-(u, xuu). We conclude 
(u, uux) = (u, uxu) = (u, xuu) = 0 (x E 37 J. (4.6) 
Hence L(u, U) x E 7;‘; for all x E TFP i. The same calculation with u replaced 
by v and v replaced by ZI gives 
(v, vvx) = (v, v.~v) = (v, xvv) = 0 (x E 7”;). (4.7) 
This and (4.3) imply L(u, u) x E F:T I for all x E 7”;. 
Now x E Ye3 =s xuv = -2x =z- (uxu) vu = -u(xuv) u = 221x24 * uxu E 
7: * (u, uxu) v = 2uxu. Hence by (4.5) we have 
(u, uux) v - 2(U, xuu) v = -2UXU (x E 7: 3). (4.8) 
On the other hand, (u, uux) = -(u3, x) + (u, (u, x) u) = --K(v, x) + 
(u, uxu) - (u, xuu). This combined with (4.8) yields 
3(u, uux) v = 2uxu - 2K(U, x) v (x E PI,). (4.9) 
The right-hand side is equal to 2uxu - 2(v, x} u3 = 2uxu + 4.~~24 - 4 uxu + 
4uux = 4~24.~ + (4x24~ - ~UXU) = 4uux + 2ztux, the latter equality because of 
(4.8). Hence 
(u, uux) v = 2UUX (x E FIj), (4.10) 
in other words, Lju, u) x E “t’j for all x E Fr3. Along the same line one 
verities 
(v, vvx) u = -2vvx 6 E 7’;) (4.11) 
and the lemma has been proved. 
We let 
qy := q n tTj, i,j= 1,3. 
Note that 
u E q3, v E 5ql. 
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PROPOSITIQN 4.2. R(u, v) and R(v, u) commute, in other words, we have 
the direct vector space sum 
ProoJ We show that Y--i is invariant under R(u, L’) for i = 1, 3. First let 
XE??,. That means xuu = -x or equivalently (x, tl) = 0. Hence (XUU, L’) =
--(u,xL~v)+ (s,(u, v)L’) = --(u,vvxj- (24,(V,X)~) + 2(x,0) = -{u,uz;x)~ 
The last expression is zero in view of (4.3) and Lemma 4.2, hence 
(XLJU, v) = 0 and this is equivalent to XL’U E 7: r ~ TO show that ?.I3 is 
invariant under H(u, u), we prove first 
9(u, s) u = K(4vxu - 6XLW) (s E T-J, UXU = KXL’L’ (X E ?‘_,). (4.12) 
x E FL3 3 (x, v j u = 2x * -3vuX + 32cvv = -3(x, 21) 21 
= - 3K-‘(X, v) u3 = -3~-‘(~XUU - 2uXu + 2uux) 
= - 3K-‘((2xilU - UXU - UUX) - UXU + 3UUX) 
=3K-‘(--UXlf+3ZfUX)= 3K-LZ4XU-3vVX. 
X E T[? j -9K -‘+4,x> 24 = (24, x) v3 = 2xvv - 2uxu + 2&%lX 
= (2vvx - 4xvu + 2vxv)+ 6x71~ - 4om 
= GXL~V - 4vxv, 
and this finishes the proof of (4.12). 
For all x E ??‘-- 3 we have uxu E ;“‘; (this is immediate by (I)), hence 
by (4.12) 9K(XVU, v) u = 9K(-{U, xvv) u + (x, (u, V) V) U) = -9(u, UXU) u + 
36K.v = K((UXU) vv - 4v(uxu)u + 36.x) 3 9(xvu,v~u =--6u(xuc)r + 
~(XUV) uv + 36x = 18uxt~ + 36x + 36.~ = 18xuv + 18(u,x) u + 72x = 
-54~ + I8xvu - 18s + 72x = 18xtlu, hence (xcu, v) u = 2~21 and this 
forces .XUU to be in Y/-s again. 
We shall have several opportunities to make use of the following formulas. 
which can easily be deduced from (4.3), (4.5), and (4.12): 
VZ’X = 3x,, = -3vxv (x E 7 ;3)r ullx = 3xuu = -3uxu (s E 7 ii)? 
(4.13) 
3vr?x = -3Xl!L = -LlxL$ 3uux= -3xuu = -uxu (x E Y&j. 
fn Section 2 we have defined ,?= --z..?v for x E Y“, where s = %--’ --Id. 
Since xs = -$Y for x E “/ ; and X* = x for x E .Y ;. it is easily seen that (4.13) 
implies 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. The derivation L(u, u) maps 7<j bijectively onto qi 
for i, j = f 1, f 3 and satisfies 
L(u, u)‘x = -3KX, for XEY,,@F&, 
= -fKX, for xEF1,@Y/;,. 
Proo$ In view of Lemma 4.1 it remains to show the above formula. For 
that, we take (2.9) and set there w = v, x = u, z = y E Y1. This yields 
y . (v * v) = 3( y - v) * 1’ + v . (y . v) - (v ;<y) .v for yE F;. (4.15) 
If y E Y,3, then u . y = 3~. v by (4.13) and v . v = VVD = -9K’u by (4.4). 
Now (4.15) implies 
-9rc-‘y = jv * (v my) = {L(v, v)*y = 3~~*L(u, 24)‘~ for y E F13. (4.16) 
IfYEq,, then by definition fYe, and Lemma 2.2 we have v . y =y . v, 
thus (4.15) reads as 
-SK-‘y = 3v . (v . y) = 27~~*L(u, u)‘y for y E F’;[ (4.17) 
(note that v . y E F1, for y E T:‘;, by Lemma 4.1). 
We take (2.9) again with x = y = v, z = u, and w replaced by y. This 
yields 
y . (v * v) - 3(v * v) * y = 5(y ’ v) * v - v . (y * v) 
-2v . (v * y) - 4(v * y) * v. (4.18) 
As mentioned we have v.y=y.v and v.y~Y,, for YET<,; 
u-y=-y-v and v.yEFJ, for yEY&. Thus (4.18) implies (4.16) for 
y E 75, and (4.17) for y E zF’;~, which proves the proposition. 
COROLLARY 1. For x E Y we have 
-2 = -3K - IX. 
Proof. Compare the formula in the proposition with (4.14) and (4.3). 
COROLLARY 2. Let /I be an invariant bilinear form on Y. With the 
notations PZ = Y, , 0 Fj3 and BP= F‘i3 0 Yj L we have 
(a) P(W, 76 = P), 
(b) ,QF;;,, qj) = {O)for i, j= 1,3, i # j. 
In particular, if,8 is nondegenerate, then the restrictions f ,ll to W x %i/ and 
ZK x SY are also nondegenerate and dim Fi3 = dim P”;, .
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Proof: For x E Z!‘, y E 5V we have /?(x,Y)= --3~-*b(L(& Uj2 &Y) = 
-3~ *p(x, L(U, u)‘y) = 9/3(x, y), hence P(x, Y) = 0. For x, Y E T.l we have 
p(x, JJ) = ~(XUU, y) = -p(x, JWI) = 3p(x, y), so P(x, y) = Q. Similar for 75 I ” 
5. A BINARY COMPOSITION 
Let Y/ be a X-ternary algebra with regular element U. As before we write 
L’ = IC-~U~, where K is given by L(u, u’) = KM. This section is devoted to the 
study of some properties ofthe binary composition 
xy := xvy, for x E %:, 
:= f(u, x)yl, for xEYJ. 
Obviously we have 
ux = xu, vx=.f (x E T-), 
v2 zz $J~~ = -3K-‘u; 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
the latter equality by (3.4). 
LEMMA 5.1. For all x E T3 and all y E T we have 
(4 xy = -xvys + 2ysvx, 
tb) (XY)^ = xc if x E 7 315 
= -x.v^, if xEp/,,. 
(Recall that s is defined by s(x) = 2r-‘(x) -x(x E T’“), where r(x) = xvu,) 
ProoJ: For x E F: we have by definition 2x-y = (u, x) f = -x(vy’v) u + 
u(vySu)x = -ysv(xrx4) + xv(y”vu) + (y”vx) vu + y%(uvx) - uv(ySvx) - 
(y”vu) vx = -ySvx’ + xvysr + ( ySuX)r - ysrvx. Since ( JJ~ZX)~ = 2y%x - 
my’ + ysrvx - xvysr -ysvx’ + x’vy* by (2.3) and x’ = 3x: we have 2x4’ =
2x21~~ - 4ysvx, and (a) has been proved. To show form&t (b) remember that 
(x$z)^ = -2~; for all x,y, z E Y (Proposition 2.1). We thus find l(xy)* = 
((24, x)u”)^ = -(fJ, a> y. 
Set &:=~-r for xEYX, and 5,:=-31~~’ for xET;,. Then B=&uux 
by (4.14) and (4.3), hence 2(xy)” = -&(u, UUX) y = &(UUV, x) y -- 
LO4 (f-h x> u> Y = -3M4 x> Y - L-l 24, XUV) y + t&4 VUX)Y = -3~,(u, x j .v 
for xEY~,, and = -&(u, x} y for x E 7;;. We conclude 2(xy)^ = 
r 3K-‘(U,x)y= *(u,x)j= *-2x? for xE 7;,, 7”_1X, respectively. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. With respect o the above composition, the vector 
space 7 is an algebra with unit element u and involution 
xt-t.x’=2x-xvu (x E T-). 
Occasionally we denote this algebra by (Y, r). 
ProoJ The fact that u is the unit element is obvious and has already 
been stated in (5.1). Moreover, r is of period two. Before we show that r is 
an antiautomorphism we note that 
xvy = xy + yx - yx’ (4 4’ E y>, (5.3) 
and thus 
Xq” - yx” = -(x, y) v E 7’; (x, y E T-). (5.4) 
We set cl := 1, r3 = -4. It is immediate from the definition of xy and 
Lemma 5.1 (a), respectively, that XJ~’ + yx” = &(xvy + yvx) for x, y E P’i, 
whereas xy’ + yx’ = -3xvy + yvs for x E 7;) y E YY:. We thus have 
<;‘(u,xy” + yx”} = ( u,xvy) + (u,yvx) = -(*uvu,y) + (x, (u,y) v) - 
(yvu, x) + (y, (u, x) V) = 0 for all x, y E r/T, hence xyT + yx’ E 7’;. In the 
same way one shows that this is true for x E P’;, y E 75. So we have proved 
xy’ + yx” E 7’; (x, y E T-). (5.5) 
From (5.4) and (5.5 j we conclude 2(.~y~)~ = ((xy’ -JPX’) + (.~q!~ + yxT>>T = 
-xy’ + yx’ + xy’ + y,x’ = 2JTX”. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For all x E Yr3 and ally E T we have the weak alter- 
native law 
(x, -x, y > = (Y, x, x) = 0, 
where (x, y, z) = (xy) z - x( yz) is the associator f x, y, z. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show (x, x, y) = 0, for we have the involution r. But 
this equation follows by a simple computation from formulas (5.6), (5.7) 
which we are going to prove. We adopt the notation x . y = .uvy and 
(x, y, z). = (x . y) . z - x . (y . z). 
(x, x, y). = - 2(x . y) . x - 4x . (y . x) + 8( y . x) . x 
(XEq,yE~,-J, (5.6) 
(x, x, 4’). = - 2(x * y) . x (x3 Y E T>. (5.7) 
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In order to verify these identities, we set y = x E ?‘;, z = U, and it! -+ J' in 
(2.9). Thus, for y E Y,, 
4’. (x * x) - (x . x) * y + lS(y - x) . x - 15x. (y * x) 
+ 6x . (x - y) - 6(x - y) . x = 0, 
and, for y E “tl; , 
4’ ’ (-x -x) - 3(x * x) . y - qy . x) - x +x . (y . x) 
+ 2x * (x . y) - 4(x . y) * x = 0. @I 
We choose X=U, z=yEY,, and IIT + x E Y/; in (2.9) and get 
y-(x’x)-3(,y~x).x-x~(y*x)+(x.y).x=o. 
Setting w = x and z = u in (2.9) we obtain 
-2(y . x) * x + x * (x * y) - (x - J)) -x = 0. 
(4 
W 
Finally, y = x, z +y in (V) yields 
-y*(x.x)+(x.x).y+(y.x).x-x.(9.x) 
i-2x. (x’y)-2(x~y).x=o. (e! 
Now, substraction f (e) plus twice (d) from (b) gives (5.7), and (5.6) 
follows by subtraction f(a) minus twice (e) from (c). 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need 
x - (J’ *z) - y * (x . 2) = -(x . y” -4’ . xS) - z (5.8) 
for x E p;,y E 75, z E Y”^, i # j. This follows immediately from (2.9) by 
putting x = U, u’ --f y E TX and y + x E Y;‘; for i = 1, j = 3 and clearly this 
proves the formula. 
THEOREM 5.1. For all x,y, z we have 
(a) x$z = (xy’) z f (zy’) x - (zx’) y, 
(b) 2(xy’) z= x$z + yZz - (x, y) z”. 
Proof. Part (a) is an immediate consequence of (b), for the right-hand 
side of (a) is equal to + (x$z + ykz - (x, y) z^ + ,$x + yh - (z, y} R - 
z+y - x?y + (z, x) y”) = x$z. 
(b) We assume first that x,y E q, i = 1,3. In this case we get 
x~z+y~z=(x” .y+ys* x) . z from (2.8). The right-hand side is equal to 
(xy+yx).z if i= 1, and equal to (cf. (5.3)) - f(xy + 2yx + yx -!- 
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2.~~7) . z = -(xy + JJX) . z if i= 3, hence in either case equal to 
(xv’ + yx”) . z = (xy’ + yx’) z, which, by (5.4), proves (a) for x, y E Y, . For 
the rest it is enough to assume x E F< ,y E Y3. Now (2.8) yields 
3(*$z+yZz) = -4x.(y*z) + 4y.(x.z) - (y.x).z + 3(x.y).z =- 
3(y . x) . z - 9(x . y) . z, the latter because of (5.8). Applying (5.3) we 
arrive at formula (b). 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that -3~~’ is a square in K, say -31~~’ = c2. 
Then 
(a) d := j(u + [-$I) is an idempotent in F, 
(b) (d x, d) = 0, 
(c) (d x, U> = -(x, d, Y) = (-u, J’, 4, 
(d) X(X - 1) is the minimal polynomial of L(d) and R(d). 
ProoJ: Part (a) is obvious from (5.2); (b), (d) are immediate conse- 
quences of (c). Since we have the involution t, only the left equation needs a 
proof and we can replace d by U. If x E Y3, this is a special case of 
Proposition 5.2. Let x E “t’; . Then we have (xz~y)^ = (xZ;y)^ = -.k$ = 
-(UXU) U? = v(xvu) y^ = vxi = .xz$ + (u, x) y” by Proposition 2.1, hence 
v(xy) = x(uy) - ( ux= - XUT) y = x(vy) - (vx) y - (xv) y. 
As for alternative algebras, Lemma 5.2 gives a Peirce decomposition of 
the algebra (7, r) with respect to the idempotent d. The usual proof goes 
through. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose -3~’ = c2 for suitable LE K. Let 
d = +(u + 5%) and 
57” := {x E T; dx = ix, xd =jx), i,j= 0, 1. 
Then we have 
(a) ~r=~ll@~lo@Trol@~oo, 
(b) y&yij c p-ji, yiirrkl c ajkyif, if (i,j) + (k, j). 
Remark. To see how the spaces Y’ lCii are related to the spaces Y<j, we 
recall that 
P’=Y-~,@F&, w”=r,,@r/;l, 
are invariant under x I--+ I;uux(x E Y), and the square of this operator is the 
identity on SY’, whereas it is equal to 91d when restricted toZK Hence %! and 
?ZY decompose as 
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Now an easy computation gives 
Under the assumption of the proposition that -3~” be a square in K, 
Corollary 2 to Proposition 4.3 concerning invariant bilinear forms can be 
extended as follows 
COROLLARY. Let ,Ll be an invariant bilinear form on 7’. Then 
&2’, 2Y7 = {O}, j?(W’,ZP) = (0) for c = rt . In particular, $ p is 
nondegenerate, we have dim Z? + = dim %‘-, dim TZY” = dim YF-. 
6. CLASSIFICATION 
We have seen in Section 5 that each regular element in a X-ternary 
algebra determines a binary composition (x, y) F-+ sy and an involution 5
such that A$Z = (xy”) z + (zy’) x - (zx’) y, where $ = vy with v = K-’ zigw. 
We shall show in this section that a reduced simple J-ternary algebra F“ of 
degree two is either isomorphic to one of type (II) or else isomorphic to one 
of type (I,), n > 2, according to 7:‘; generates (LV/, 7) or not. This together 
with Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 completes the classification. 
For the remaining part of this article we assume that the Jordan algebra 
Y(Y) corresponding to the Z-ternary algebra Yp is reduced of degree two 
and simple. In particular dim ‘F > 3 and the defining symmetric bilinear 
form p of Y(7-) is nondegenerate. 
We adopt the notations and conventions of the foregoing sections. In 
particular, u denotes a fixed regular element, L(u, u3) = phi, v3 = -9~-+4: 
and %~=F~~r@Y~,@YX,@Y<3 the Peirce decomposition of F’- with 
respect o u. We have introduced (Section 3) a linear form t and a symmetric 
bilinear form (-, -) on Yj such that the Jordan algebra CT;, o), which is 
isomorphic to X(V) ( see Proposition 3.I), satisfies 
x0y=t(x>ytt(l’)x-(x,yjc. (6.!j 
Recall that 
t(x) = P(& x> (6.2) 
and 
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Since x = -$3 (Corollary 1 to Proposition 4.3), we conclude from 
Proposition 3.1 that 
x 0 y = --dK(X$ + y.?), (6.4) 
in particular 
xox=-+Kxi. (6.5) 
Combining this with formula (6.1) we get 
XC? = -3K-‘(2$X) X - (X, X) V). (6.6) 
We define subspaces 
g,=KucW:, q= {xE~~,;p(u,x)=o), 
GT2=Ku@Q;, GT; = V,, @Ku, 
and claim that these are composition algebras with respect to the product of 
Y introduced in Section 5. As the main step in that direction we prove 
LEMMA 6.1. For all x E g. we have 
x2 = 20i(X) x - q(x) 2.4, (6.7) 
where 
tl,(~U+Xo):=~2-3K-1(X0,XO) (t E K xo E @>, 
TZ,((U + X0) := r2 + 3K - ‘(X0, X0) (t E K, x0 E @?I. 
Proof. First suppose that x E gy. Then, by Lemma 5.1, (~2)~ = 
xx= -3~~‘x2. Now (6.6) yields 3K-‘(X,X)fi=-3K-‘X2, thus 
x2 = -(x,x) u” = 3~~‘(x, x) u = -n,(x). Using this result, an easy 
computation gives the desired formula for arbitrary x = a,(x) + x0, x0 E gy. 
Next suppose that x E YJ3. Again by Lemma 5.1 we have (x2)* = 
-X.? = 3K-‘X2, and (6.6) yields 3K-‘X2 = 3K-l(X, X) v”, hence 
x2 = (x,x) u” = -3rc-‘(x, x) u = --n*(x) u. If x is an arbitrary element of qi, 
it can be written as x =x3 + yv, where x3 E yq3 and y E K. We thus have 
X2 = X: + 7(X3 V + VX,) + y2V2 = -tZ2(X3) 24 - 3K- ‘y*U, since XIV + VXJ = 
St’3 u +^ 2, = -(x3 u)^ + i3 = 0. On the other hand, (x, x) = (xj + yv, x3 + yv) 
= (x3, x3) + 2y(v, x3) -1. y*(v, v) = (x3, x3) + y* by (6.3) and (3.5). Hence 
3~-‘(x, x) 24 = ~K-‘(x~, xx) 24 + 3~-‘y*z4 = -xi - y2v’ = -x2. It is now easy 
to check the assertion for the general case, i.e., for all those x E g2 for which 
u*(x) # 0. 
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Linearisation of (6.7) yields 
f(xY + Yx) = O,(X) y + O,(y) x - nj(Xy J’) Uy (6.8) 
where 
nf(xVJ’) = j(ni(x + Y) - nL(x) - niCY>> 
for all x,y E $. By an easy computation we get 
ni(@ +xO, (id +yO)=(<+ (-1)‘3K-‘(X,,4’0) (6.9) 
for all (“;, < E K and all x,,, y0 E ‘+?‘p. Since we have supposed that S(Y) 
(i.e., ,u) is nondegenerate, so is (-, -) and hence ni, i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. ‘??I and 5Fz are composition algebras with canonical 
involutions Ti = T.($?~, i== 1, 2. 
Proof: Since u’ = u and xr = -x for all x E GYy u GYt c T”‘;: it is obvious 
from the definition of oi, that 
XT = 2oi(xj u - x (6.10) 
holds for all x E gi. An immediate consequence of (6.10) and Lemma 6.1 is 
xx* = x’x = n,(x) u (x E 5q)* (6.11) 
We have already pointed out that IZ~ is nondegenerate (i = 1, 2) and by 
Proposition 5.2 we know that the alternative law is valid in G?r and GYz. Kow 
by [6, Definition 3, p. 1621 the proposition is proved when we have shown 
that g and ‘??* are closed under multiplication In order to show this we 
observe first hat XJ’ + yx E Ku @ “t’; for x,y E $?Y’y b (6.8), and xy - yx = 
(x, yj u E 7’; by (5.4). H ence xy E Ku @ .?‘; for all x, y E g!. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that K is algebraically closed. Thus we can 
apply Proposition 5.3. We write e $/:=YijnGYz;, i,j=O, 1, and get 
(6.12) 
Proposition 5.3(b) and the fact that xy E Ku @ F> for x, y E %?;, imply that 
‘Zz is closed under multiplication and that (6.12) is actually the Peirce 
decomposition of the composition algebra gz. If x, y E ?Yy, then x, y E ?Y, 
hence x,yE~~n(KuO~~)=KuO~~,. Furthermore, P@, xyj = 
f&u, (u, x) J’) = $((u, x) a, 9). Since (a, x} u and 9 are both in Y’i3 by 
Lemma 4.1 and p(?‘“;,, Yr3) = {O} by Corollary 2 to Proposition 4.3 we see 
that ,@u, xy) = 0, hence xy E GYr, which finishes the proof. 
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For the rest of the paper we denote by X the subalgebra of (Y, r) which 
is generated by f?Yi U g2. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The subalgebra X of (Y, t) is invariant under r. 
Moreover, (X, r) and (g, @ g*;, r, @ r2) are isomorphic as algebras with 
involutions. 
Since 6 and gZ are invariant under r (Proposition 6.1), the same holds for 
%Y1 U gZ, hence for X. In order to establish an isomorphism, we first prove 
LEMMA 6.2. For xi E q and z E Y we have 
(4 x,x2 =x2x1, 
@I (x,-d z = XI(V) = &,z)- 
ProoJ: (a) We can assume that xi E @‘p. If x2 = o, we have 
xlxl--x2xI=x,~--~x,=x,~--~~ (5.1). Since xiE%ic,,, Lemma5.l(b) 
implies that x,u” =~?i, hence x,xZ=xZxI, if x2 = v. Suppose now that 
t(x& =0, i.e., x2 E Y&. Since $x1)=0 for all x, E gy, Lemma 5.1(b), 
(6.2~(6.4) yield (x1x2 - x,x,)- = x,& - x$i = -6~~‘x, o x2 = 
6~~‘(x,, x,) v = -3~~I/?(( U, xi) U, xJ. But (u, xi) u E Y<3 by Lemma 4.1, 
so x* E zq3 and Corollary 2 to Proposition 4.3 forces xix1 -x2x, to be 
zero. 
In order to prove (b), assume again xi E ‘GY:. Since x, E YJ,, x2 E 7’;3, 
Lemma 5.1(b) yields (xiz)^ = xi,?, (xZz)^ = -x2,?, hence 
4(x,(x2z) - x2(x, z)) = 2(-(% XIXXZ~) - 64 X&I 8) 
= 3K- ‘((% X1)({ UY x*> z) + 64 xzX(u, x, > z)> 
= 6ic-‘((u,x,)(u,x,))z = 24~-‘(r,+(x,) q-‘(x&z 
= 24~-‘(x, oxt)-T=-4(x,& +~,&)a?= -4(x,x, -xzx,)^Z. 
Since we have already proved that x,x* =x,x,, the first equality of (b) 
has been proved. The second one follows from the first one by means of the 
linearised version of the weak alternative law (Proposition 5.2) which says 
that (xix&z + (x2x1) z = x,&z) + x~(x,z), hence (x2x,) z = x,(xZz), and 
application f(a) finishes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Now, by the universal property of the tensor product, there xists a unique 
linear mapping Cp such that 
@: C,@C,+V, @(Xl 0 x2) =x1x2 (Xi E q)* 
Since @ o (ti @ z2)(x1 @x2) = XI* x5* = (x*x~)~, we see that @ o (ri @ r2) = 
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~1~ o @. Next we show that CD is an algebra homomorphism, using 
Lemma 6.2 
@(x1 @x2) @(xi @ xi) = (xlx2)(x;x;) = xl(x2(x;x;)) 
= xl(~;(-v;))~ 
Applying t to the equality (x1x*) z= x,(x,z), we see that z(xIx2) = (zxlj x7 
for all z E Y’-, thus 
XI(X’l(X&)) = (x,x;)(x,x;) = @((Xl 0 x,)(x; 0 Xi)). 
Qi is injective: since the kernel of CD is invariant under t, it is an ideal of the 
simple ternary algebra %?, @ SF1. But @ is not identically zero, so 
ker Q, = {O}. 
Now we formulate the classification theorem (part (a) of which has been 
proved by Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 5.1). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let Y be a simple reduced S-ternary algebra of degree 
two. Then “/r is isomorphic to one of type (I,), n >, 1 or to one of type (II) 
(see the examples in Section 1 for definition). More precisely, let (Y, r) be 
the algebra with involution defined in Proposition 5.1 (with respect to an 
arbitrary regular element of 7/) and let X be the subalgebra of (F”- r) 
which is generated by e, U gz (see Proposition 6.1). 
(a) If Z = Y, then Y’ is of type (I, j or of type (II) according to %?, 
and SZz are both associative or not. 
(b) rfS # Y, then U: and V? (hence 37) are associative and ~7~ is oj’ 
type (I,) with suitable n >, 2. 
ProoJ: (b) By Theorem 5.1(a) and Proposition 6.2, 3” is a simple ,P- 
ternary subalgebra of !Y. In particular, (-, -) is nondegenerate on S x .X 
15, Theorem 6. I]. Therefore, the skew-symmetric nondegenerate invariant 
bilinear form 
P(X1Y) :=n(kY)) @, Y E r> 
(see Section 3 for the definition fA) is nondegenerate when restricted $0
Z x X. This implies 
F==x@g’, 
where $Y is the orthogonal complement of 5 with respect o p. 
LEMMA 6.3. $Y is either zero or a Y-ternary subalgebra of Y with 
.P@) = f(T). Moreover, {AT, jV’> = (O), ,j c “y;, and SjY c J+‘? 
g-S3-C~,Y~CC. 
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Prooj Let j? # (0). Then $7 is Y invariant because Z and /3 are X 
invariant. Thus, by Proposition 1.1, $Y is a X-ternary subalgebra of ‘Y. It 
f$oww)from formula (1.2), that (J?, $7) is an ideal of X(Y), hence 
Y is zero or equal to Y(Y). But ($‘, jY> = (0) implies 
(9: T> = (01, hence JY = {O}, contrary to our assumption. It was shown in 
the proof of [5, Theorem 4.11, that /3(ax,y) = A(a(x, y)) for all a E Y(Y), 
and all x E 5, y E p. But the left-hand side is zero, which forces (x, y) = 0 
(since 1 is nondegenerate), thus {Z, $Y)= {O). To show $Y c Y,, , we recall 
that Yjl c Wr, c Z. We have 0% c Z (since u E s), and so 
Yij = z@‘;i c% (Proposition 4.3). By Corollary 2 to Proposition 4.3, p is 
nondegenerate on Yj @ Yi3, thus p(x, y) = 0 for all x E z’Z implies y E Z?‘;i. 
For y E $?, x, E X we have yx, =yvx,, since y E 7:, hence 
/?(yx, x2) = p(yvx,, x2) = -/3(y, x2x, v) = 0 for all x2 E Z, proving 
$?X c y. Now? (3, jZ!> = {0} implies Z$! c $!. For yi E y we have 
P(Y~Y,,Y,)=P(Y,~Y,,Y,)=--P(Y,,~,,,Y~~)=P(Y~~~~Y~,~). Since Y is a 
ternary subalgebra of ?Y we conclude /3(y1y1,y3) = 0 for all J’i E y’, hence 
$?.yc.%-. 
LEMMA 6.4. For x E ~5, y E jY, z E T’- we have 
(a) xy = y-x”, 
(b) x( yz) = y(Yz), (zy) x = (zx=) y. 
ProoJ Condition (a) is an immediate consequence of (5.4) and (x, y) = 0 
(Lemma 6.3). (b) First we assume x E YJ. By (2.2) and (2.5) we 
have (yz)^ = (yvz)^ = -J% = -vyZ. Hence 2x(yz) + 2y(xz) = (u, x)(yz)^ + 
y((u, x} 2) = -(u, x)(vy,?) + yv((u, x) f). We write a = (u, x), for short. We 
know that -(au) yi + y(av) z^ = (y, au) z^ = 0 and v(ay) z” - (ay) vz^ =
(v, uy) z” =, 0, since (A%-, j?) = (0) and au E %, ay E j$?. It follows now from 
(III) that 
2x(yz) + 2y(xz) = -(au) yi + v(ay) i - vy(a.2) 
+ a( yvf) - (ay) v.? + y(m) z^ = -vy(a2) + a(yvq 
= - yv(&) + a(vy2) = -2y(xz) - 2x(yz). 
Therefore x(yz) = -y(xz) = y(x’z). For arbitrary x E X it suffices to 
consider x = x,x:, where xi E g. Moreover, we can assume that Xi E F<. It 
follows from Lemma 6.2(b) that (x1x*)( yz) = x,(x?(yz)) = -x,( y(x*z)) =
y(x,(x,z)) =JT((x~x,) z). Since x1, xZ commute and x; = -xi, this proves the 
lemma. 
We are now in the position that we can prove the associativity of %?L and 
gZ (in case, j%’ # {0)) as stated in Theorem 6.1. For this we can assume that 
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the ground field is algebraically closed. Then we can find idempotents d,, d, 
in q (i = 1 or 2) such that d, + d, = u (the unit element of gi) and d; = d, . 
Let q* = Kd, @ %Y’f” @ GYpr @ Kd, be the corresponding Peirce decom- 
position of q. If G$ were not associative, there would exist xi, x2, x1 E %?:” 
such that (x~,x~,xJ#O. Since (x,x2)xj EKd, and xr(x2x3)EKdl, there 
exist scalars 5, <: not both equal to zero, such that (x,, x,, x3) = 
Cd, + Cd, = C-d, + 5d;. But (x,,X2,X3)~=-(x;,x;,X~)=(X3,X2,x,)= 
-(xl, x2, x3), so <d, + cd; = (-cd, - cd;)’ = --Cd, - {d;. hence 5 = -i. 
which implies <# 0 and (xi, 3c2, x3) = <(d, - d2) = c(2d, - u). Therefore. 
We compute the left-hand side, From Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 we conclude that 
(x,(-Q-q)) 4’= c-y, Y)(+Q)” = (X?.%)(XI Y> = (x2(x14?)) x; = (XZ(YXT)) x; = 
MGJcI)) x; = xJy(x;x;)) = y(x;(x;x;)) = ((xIx2)x3)y, hence 
(xi, x2, x,) y = 0. From (*) we get 2d, y =y. Multiplication with d, from the 
left yields 2d, y = d, y, hence d, y = 0 and 0 = <(2d, y - y) = -& which 
forces y = 0, contrary to our assumption $&’ # (01. Thus (x1, x2, x3) # 0 is 
impossible in this case, which proves that gi is associative for i = 1, 2. 
We are left with the problem of establishing an isomorphism from Pm to a 
X-ternary algebra of type (I,), M > 1 under the assumption p # (0). Since 
J! is itself a simple reduced X-ternary algebra of degree two (Lemma 6.3 
and [S, Theorem 6.1]), we get (by induction on the dimension of 7-j a 
decomposition 
(direct vector space sum) with .%, = .%, where each 4 is a Y-ternary 
algebra of type (II) with S(.%J =X(Y), (Xj,Zj) = (0) for i#j. After 
Proposition 4.1, each & contains a regular element ui of P-. We fix one for 
each i > 2 and choose ui E .& such that L(ui, vi) = Id. We prove 
LEMMA 6.5. For 2 < i < n the linear mapping 
A.: 2G--kc&., A(x) := uix 
is bijective and satisfies 
64 &v4 = xX(x2) 
(b) .fiWfiW = x&d xi) 
for xi E .%-. 
Proof. Since L(u,, ui) =Id, we have u = uiviv .= uI~ui + 2(v, ui) L’~ =
U~Z’U~ = cliui (i > 2). Therefore, ui.y = 0 implies (ui x) vi = 0, hence 
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(uivi) Y = 0 or uxT = 0 and consequently x = 0, proving that fi is injective. 
In particular, dim S < dim 6. We show that gi: Si-+ 37, g,(x,) :=uixi 
(i > 2) is injective too, which implies dim S& < dim 37, hence dim 
5 = dim 4, proving the surjectivity of A. Since & (i > 2) is contained in 
7;) it follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 (a) that ker gi is an ideal of the 
simple Y-ternary algebra Xi. But ker gi = cX;. would imply uizli’= 0,
contrary to uiui = uiui = 2, (see above). 
Condition (a) is obvious from Lemma 6.4(b), and the same lemma gives 
J;:(x,)J;:(x*) = (u,x&x,) = (Ui(UiXJ) XT = (2.$(x; Ui))XT = (x*u;) x; = 
x,(ut xi). Using Theorem 5.1(a) it is now easy to check that 
f: (x, )...) xn) F+ Xl 0.f-M 0 **- Of,(“%) 
defines an isomorphism of a X-ternary algebra of type (I,) to Y/ (with 
di = uf). 
: ; 
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